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Introduction

Methods

Results

The Kibushi language exhibits linguistic affinity with a Malagasy dialect from the northwest of Madagascar, the Sakalava Dialect. Within Mayotte, there are two Kibushi dialects spoken across 21

villages: Kisakalava and Kiantalautsi. A recent study on Kibushi stress variation revealed diatopic differences, within three prosodic parameters— duration, pitch, and intensity — used to compare

syllable stress in words across villages and dialects (Kassime et al., 2023). However, no research has been carried out to determine the prosody of Kibushi in utterances longer than the word.

With this in mind, the aim of this study is to describe the rhythmic and melodic organization of the different varieties of kibushi, focusing on declarative sentences. It’s also an opportunity to

explore parameters and techniques useful for studying speech production in a context of inter- and intra- village/dialect/speaker variability.

Discussion

References

Kisakalava dialect (Chiconi and Acoua)

Kiantalautsi dialect (Ouangani)

Figure 1: Location of the two dialects and villages in
Mayotte.

1. Pitch variations in speech

2. High pitch in declarative sentences
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3. Syllable stress duration

Figure 2: Example of statement with H pitch on the
predicate : “the fox was sad”(Acoua) (Polytonia).

Statements: the subject-predicate

order.

Results indicate that the high pitch (H)

is generally situated on the predicate

across all villages.

H pitch on the predicate:

- Chiconi: 77% (n=27)

- Acoua: 79% (n=33)

- Ouangani: 63% (n=35).

These high pitches are predominantly

located on penultimate and ultimate

syllables.

H pitch on ultimate syllables:

- Ouangani: 51% (n=47)

- Chiconi 34% (n=32)

- Acoua 34% (n=41) 

Stressed syllables exhibit longer

durations than unstressed ones across

all three villages.

Figure 4: Syllable duration in ms by village.

The median duration of unstressed 

syllables does not significantly differ 

between the two dialects.

In stressed syllables: 

- Chiconi stands out with a notably 

longer duration (median=324 ms).

- Acoua and Ouangani have slightly 

shorter median durations (Acoua = 

274 ms; Ouangani=256 ms).

Material

Data were acquired in three villages:

• Acoua and Chiconi (Kisakalava dialects), and

Ouangani (Kiantalautsi dialect).

26 participants were recorded in a quiet room

using a Zoom H1N recorder:

• 11 from Acoua (5 women), 7 from Chiconi (1

man), and 7 from Ouangani (1 woman)

• Due to the voluntary nature of the project, age

and gender are not representative

Task

• Reading passages from The Little Prince in

Kibushi

• 4 groups of readers per village (between 1 and

3 people per group, 2 groups are mixed gender)

• 3,464 words

Techniques

• Phonetic transcription: Praat

• Prosodic variation results: Prosogram and

Polytonia

• Analyses and results: R

Prosodic measures

• Fundamental frequency: F0_mean / F0_min /

F0_max.

• The highest point of the fundamental frequency.

• The lowest point of the fundamental frequency.

• Syllable duration (in ms).

Results obtained from the two prosodic parameters, pitch and duration, suggest that Kibushi

variation depends on villages and dialects :

• In a reading context, pitch exhibits slight variations. Differences between f0_min and f0_max

are not significant, and this for all villages and genders.

• The Kiantalautsi dialect (Ouangani) differs slightly from the two Kisakalava dialects (Acoua

and Chiconi) in terms of high (H) vs low (L) pitch and the location of H pitch in declarative

sentences.

• Syllable stress duration: readers from Chiconi produced longer durations on stressed

syllables than those from the other villages. This phenomenon may contribute to the

perception by some Kibushi speakers that individuals from Chiconi speak slowly.

• To further enhance our understanding of prosodic variation in Kibushi, future research is

essential. Expanding the dataset to include a wider range of declaratives and wh-questions

will contribute to a more comprehensive exploration of these findings.

Gender Average f0 (Hz) f0 min (Hz) f0 max (Hz)

Acoua Man 135.5 130.1 140.2

Woman 249.7 235.2 261.5

Chiconi Man 225.6 213.2 235

Woman 253.9 240.8 264.9

Ouangani Man 217.8 210.2 224.4

Woman 231.6 224.6 237.7

The results reveal no

significant difference between

f0_min and f0_max for each

village, gender and dialect.

Acoua: pitch variations shows

a slignt difference between

men and women.

Table 1: F0 variation (Hz) in a reading context (The Petit Prince) by village 
and gender.

Figure 3: Example of H pitch on a
penultimate syllable (Chiconi) (Polytonia).

Figure 3: Example of H pitch on the last
syllable: (Ouangani) (Polytonia).
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